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of California, Los Angeles. 

This study was supported jointly by the Engineering Psychology Branch 
(Code 455) of the Office of Naval Research, and by the Bureau of Medicine 
and Surgery, Dc lartment of the Navy, 
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I.     INTUODUCTION 

T7iis is the  fourth and la^t  report in a sorios ilcscribing yearly 
of the UCLA Resenrch i'roject  on ^timun    ndcrwater KorJ;  Mpasur-mont 

Techniques.    The previous reports have covered  studies conducted  in  1^67, 
1068 and 1969.    This report,  in addition to presenting the two major studies 
carried out  in  1970,  also provides  i  sumrnary of work over the four year period. 
With the cumulative list of project publications, the summary allows the 
interested render to identify a topic of concern,  determine our primary 
findings,  and,  later,  explore the topic  iurther in the literature or hy 
reprint request. 



I!.  sri'lM'.Y UF KÜRK "i Af.IJr.r'II'XT STimiES 

INTRODl£riON 

lliis e-!\aptcr provides n sunnary of the invest i rations, fimHnf.s, 
and recoiu.ienH;it ions comiulcil by the UCLA Urnlerwater Pescarch Croup in its 
study of Optinum Undcn.'atcr I'.'orl. Measurement Tcclini(iucs.  Tlie references 
given appear in the cununulative publications list of Chapter III, 

Experimental investigation of diver perfomance is complicated by a 
number of factors.  In addition to the difficulties which always attend 
measurement in the field, there is the extra logistics problem of 
supplying an experimental site underwater, the inherent complications 
raused by the subject's breathing apparatus and life support gear, and 
the frequent need for the investigator himself to participate in, and be 
likewise affected by, the diving activities under examination. 

Developing optimum techniques for conducting work measurement studies, 
in the broad sense, was the objective of the UCLA program.  The approach 
was to examine the applicability of established techniques, select the 
better, modify them as required, derive new ones where necessary, test and 
evaluate them in actual underwater experiments, and bring the resulting 
methodology to the diving research community in the form of project 
reports and journal publications.  F.xaminations of work measurement 
techniques was divided into three main areas:  (1) work performance per 
se; (2) the physiological responses that accompany underwater work; and 
(3) psychological factors that influence work accomplishment. With two 
additions, General Apparatus and Computer Applications, the following 
review of topics adheres to this division of interest. 

2.  METUOÜ AND APPARATUS 

2.1 Underwater Research Facility 

Description 

The Underwater Research Facility has been a mainstay of experimentition 
through the study program. Located within the engineering complex at 
UCLA, it consists of an open 16' diameter by 16' deep bolted steel storage 
tank fitted with Plexiglas viewing ports, electrical pass-throughs, and 
pipe connections for breathing gas input and output. An instrumentation 
structure adjoins the tank itself, and provides protection for the 
apparatus required in specific experiments. Access to the tank is by 
means of a stairway and platform constructed integral with the instrumenta- 
tion structure. A half-ton hoist allows experimental apparatus to be 
easily lifted into and out of the water.  Standard pool filtration is 
provided. An oversized heater and 25-ton refrigeration unit permit exact 
regulation of tank water temperature between about 40 F and 95 F.  Except 
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for paint flaking, and rust on the inner surfaces, particularly at the 
overlap of the bolted plates, maintenance hfls not been overly tirnc consuminp, 
or costly. A variety of naint types failed to endure nnre  than n year; 
in fact, the more expensive the treatment the less the endurance. 
(References 6, 7, 8). 

Conclusions and Rccomncrdations 

a. An open tank of nbout this size, similarly outfitted, provides a 
most useful and relatively inexpensive test locale for all but 
hyperbaric experimentation. 

b. For maximum effectiveness, the tank should be made of some 
non-rustinp material  If of steel, it should be welded rather 
than bolted, and a 2^' by 20' size would accommodate working, 
teams more comfortably. 

2.2 Diving Task Simulation 

Description 

The UCLA underwater construction task has evolved through several 
stages to its present form.  It is a pipe structure, standing about 7' 
high on a 4* x 5' base, fabricated of 2" galvanized pipe and correspond- 
ingly sized flanges, elbows, valves, etc., with an associated pressure 
test console containing a bottled gas supply. Two-man diver team«; bolt 
the structure together from preasr-enbled sections stored on the base, 
inserting open or closed gaskets as required. The resulting pipework is 
pressurized and tested for leaks, then disassembled and the sections 
stored again. The "pipe puzzle" rcduires a diversity of diving skills, 
including selection and fine nanipulntion of bolts, nuts, and washers, 
lorquing from various orientations and stabilizations, as well as 
man-handling and positioning the heavy sections. Teamwork is necessary 
for efficient completion, and communication between the divers is a 
requisite for certain task elements. Completion times, errors, and 
activity analysis are the primary performance measures. Pre-task and 
post-task written problems have generally been applied in experimental 
studies to provide an additional measure of cognitive function (References 
fi, 7, 8, 14, 17, 21). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Repeated application in a number of tank and ocean studies has shown 
the UCLA pipe puzzle task to be readily transportable and 
conveniently deployed. 

b. Diver subjects from novices to professionals and military personnel 
accept the task because of its scale, its face validity, and its 
demanding nature. 

c. lask performance is sensitive to experience, practice, and environment 



d. The task  can be quick.,,   and clicaply duplicate«! ^\th Materials 
available at any plunbing supply house.     (Petal led plans arc 
nrcsented in Appendix I of this ronort). 

e. T\\c IXILA "pipe nu::lc ' is rcconrended .'is .1 standard pcrccntual-'otor 
tasl   for underwater assembly. family of standard tasks  should be 
established to cover  all aspect:   of diver perfomance. 

2. .I.   I'ndcrwatcr 1 irroroet0r 

Description 

Tlic UCLA orjjonetcr measures  fin thrust. prnduce<l by a diver held in any 
orientation   (but nost usually horirontal).    The diver swims statically 
against  shoulder bars,  and his horizontal  thrust  is transduced by a load 
cell  attached between the   force plntform and the  fixed base.     The  load cell 
output  is  recorded.     It   is  also averaged electronically and displayed to 
the diver on a meter mounted on a bracket in front of hi^i.    The erpometer 
has been used to determine  the timing and majrnitude of instantaneous thrust 
forces in swiimnin};,  in a comparison of fin types,  and as a means to vary 
work load in a study of oxygen uptake underwater.   (References 2,  3.  7,  8, 
17). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Thrustinß with fins  is a fundrr.iental sustained underwater activity, 
and forms a more natural basis for ergometry than more artificial 
tasks such as cranking, weight  lifting, etc. 

b. Filectrical measurement and display of thrust has several  important 
advantages over mechanical means.    These include the ability to 
record instantaneous  forces, and to have the subject vary his output 
rapidly and exactly. 

c. Physiological work on such an ergomctcr is most correctly presented 
in terms of thrust alone, but by usinp, known relationships between 
swimmer speed and drag, it can be equated with more commonly used 
unit-   such as watts,   ft-lb/sec, kcal-m/sec,  etc. 

S.       MIASUREHrNT OF PERFORMANCE 

3.1    Activity Analysis 

Activity sampling was used in conjunction with the several phases of 
the pipe puzzle construction task as one means of evaluating differences in 
performance among diver groups,  or for individual divers under various 
underwater conditions.    Diving activities were defined in specific, 
iob-related terms,  such as:  "torque bolt",  'transport part or tool", "read 
instructions", etc.    The  "observe/idle" category encompassed nondemonstrative 
cognitive activities as well, since it is generally imnossible to tell 
when the diver is thinking, problem solving, recalling, etc.    Diver observers 
and investigators outside the tank wore able to assign activities of two-man 
teams into 0 categories,  sampling every 15 seconds, without appreciable 



error.    Hrrors  are nore  frequent when observation  is by television,  resol- 
ution being the most critical factor  (References 6,  14, 2). 

(ionc 1 usions and neconmcmlat ions 

a. Activity categories nroved relatively scnsiti\"  to differences  in 
perforr.ancc exhibited by novice  and experience! divers,   for exnmnlc, 
or by novices  in tank  and ocean.     For well-chosen categories,   the 
technique adds  useful  information  to basic measures of tine and 
errors. 

b. Accurate  recording depends on a well-trained observer and a good 
visual  link.    For remote viewinr  by television,  careful  attention 
must be paid to system fidelity,  camera anp.le,  lank illumination, 
and diver identification.     Initial validation of TV recording against 
direct recording is recommended where feasible. 

3.2    Procedural  Recording in the Field 

Procedural recording on a lar^c divinr. job was conducted durinp the 
shallow water  (50 ft.)  trials of the Sealab  III  Divercon project, which 
utilized a tethered elcctrohydraulic  lift device to transport  and assemble 
underwater the sections of a large habitat-like structure.    The purpose of 
recording was to permit comparison of the assembly sequence and component 
times for the 50 ft.   and the planned 600 ft.   depths.     Initial  reliance on 
a single diver-observer proved unsatisfactory,  due primarily to the 
observer's inability to determine, by himself,  the purpose of observed 
activity,  and accordingly,   its rcl'.lion to tho current assembly scenario. 
The eventual work observation sy.-"tem centered on a topside  station,  where 
incoming information from the operations center,  from diver control,   from 
underwater TV,  and from the diver-observer was combined to form a complete 
picture of what was  happening and when   (Refercncer. 4,  5,   14,   1?). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. The observer team should understand thoroughly the technical  aspects 
of the diving job in order to follow the scenario through its 
inevitable changes. 

b. As much as possible,  macro and micro task elements  should be  identified 
before the operation begins.    Micro-elements which take about three 
minutes to complete are the shortest practicable.    Macro-clrments will 
vary with the job, but will  generally occupy  15 to  100 minutes. 

c. Responsibility  for decision making resides with the topside member of 
the observation team.    If there  is a diver-observer, he is told to 
watch for landmark events and report when they occur;  interrogation is 
also useful.    Narrative reports by the diver arc counterproductive. 

d. Diving experience is more important than technical knowledge in the 
diver observer.    The usefulness of his communication will be proportional 
to his familiarity with the depth and conditions of the dive. 



3.3 Id vjjij; J^uj^sjionna i_rc s 

Description 

Diviii"  questionnaire••■ were  used in  the  Sealab   III  study to extract 
fror the experienced divers their ideas of the himan  factors important to 
the project,   in a manner alienable to statistical  analysis.    Two t>T)^s of 
questionnaire wore used:     (1)  a trouble shooting check list, which  required 
rbe divers  to estimate the decree of difficulty associated with 1^ specifi- 
task  elements,  and to dice!   appropriate  items  from arong 12 possible  reasons 
for difficulty;   and   (2)   forced choice  ranking  forms,  which required the 
divers  to rani   in order of difficulty the sane 10 factors,  and to rank in order 
of importance to the  task at hand 10 generalized diving factor/.     Both the 
Uivercon and salvage  teams were queried  (References  14,   15). 

Conclusions and jtecqmnendations 

a. Despite the intense aversion of divers to paperwork, cooperation can 
be obtained if forms  are kept short  and the questions obviously 
relevant,  and if the divers are prepared by prior explanation of aims. 

b. On the whole, better results were achieved with the ranking forms. 
These,  although unfamiliar to the divers, yielded significant values 
of concordance and tcst-retest reliability, and discriminated well 
between diver groups. 

c. Forced choice  froms should bo pretested,  and revised if necessary, to 
insure that the choices offered are meaningful to the divers as well 
as to the experimenter. 

3.4 Hffects of Lnvironment  and Expcrience 

Description 

Two studies examined diver pcrfomancc on the pipe puzzle task and on 
written problems in the tank  and in the open ocean.    The  first study 
involved two subject  groups:    novices and experienced divers.     Ideal 
conditions were maintained in the t.-mf   (80 F) , while the ocean test  site 
was  relatively shallow  (20  ft),  clear,  and not unduly cold  (62 F).     The 
second study utilized experienced divers only:    performance was compared 
between a more demanding ocean environment   (50 ft.,  55-60  F, poor 
visibility) and the tank cooled and clouded to match the ocean.    Results 
indicated that novice divers perfomed slower than the experienced divers 
in the tank,  and showed a marked decrement  in both assembly time and 
problem-solving accuracy in the oce^n,  most   likely due to psychological 
factors.    Diving motor skills,  rather than work strategy, differentiated 
the groups.     Experienced divers always showed about  the same task completion 
times  in tank and ocean.    However,  there was  a tendency to hurry judge- 
mental portions such  as pressurization,  .and to perform less well on 
problem solving in the ocean environment.   (References  14,  17, 21,  22). 



Conchisions and ^cconancndations 

a.       Uesijjn or evaluation studies  c.-'rried cut in the ocean nust  use 
subjects highly expcrieenccl under those conditions.    The  responses 
of ine>;perienced subiccts   arc  narkedly  different  and potentially 
misleading. 

I«.      Tor subjects highly  faniliar witn the condition.-:,  tl'.cre sccrs t«   be 
no significant "ocean effect" for perceptual-motor tasks. Accordingly, 
tank simulations, equated for tonperaturc ;uul visibility, are efficient 
and econonical  expcrinental  environments. 

e.      Uecision-nakinj', and problen-solvinj;  in  the ocean  remain open questions, 
even for experienced divers.    This  inplies a psychological effect even 
at moderate depths,  and suggests that work measurement include these 
factors whenever practicable. 

d. The tendency to perform less deliberately under stressful  ocean 
conditions should j^uide the observer to look  for and record errors, 
omissions,  etc.,  as well  as performance time  itself. 

e. The ocean decrement  of novice divers could ho a criterion of training 
effectiveness.    That  is, one test of new training techniques would be: 
Does  it  reduce the decrement? 

f. These  findings reinforce the need  for the establishment of underwater 
observor reliability and remote observation backup  for underwater data 
gathering. 

3.5    effects of V.'atcr Temperature 

Description 

A tank study usin;', experienced divers  corpared pipe puzzlr assembly ant' 
problem solving at 44 F to performance previously observed at GO p and 80 F 
water temperatures.    Manipulative operations  such  as assembly and 
dissasscmbly were  lengthened by the cold, while other task portions,  such 
as pressurization and problem solving,  were  shortened.     University 
subjects,  experienced in solving sinilrr written problems,  showed nenlirible 
effect of cold on problem accuracy.    P >lice and professional divers, on the 
other hand,  showed a narked decrease  in accuracy  from the beginning to 
the end of the approximately 45 minute runs.     (Reference this  report). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Decreasing water temperature does not  invariably lengthen perceptual- 
motor task performance.    Performance measurement should separate the 
task into "compressible" and "incompressible" components to obtain a 
true picture of diver adaptation. 

b. Cold water may contribute additional degradation in decision making 
and problem-solving to those otherwise associated with stressful diving 



conditions.    This  is accentuated  for prolonged exposure,  and for 
divers  cencrally un^racticrd in  sucli tasks. 

~. (>    Pcrforman co  Basel iiics 

Dt'scrintion 

Hiver work  neasurcnont  is concerned primarily with the question:   ''How 
v;ell  is the individual  or tcan doing under these specific conditions?" 
The innediate  corollary is:   'Tompared to what?"    Our viewpoint  is that 
thv comparison  should be with how v;cll  the job can be accomplished under 
ideal diving conditions.    This nnans  clear,  still,  comfortable water,  and 
a minimum of protective pear.    It is patently impossible to transfer all 
undorwatcr work  to dry  land,  and at  any rate,  the neans of doing work is 
uniquely different underwater.    Thus,   comparisons with surface performance 
tend only to perpetuate the common fault of considerin'. divinp. tasks as 
familiar tasks done underwater.    Sucli  an approach  is counterproductive to 
the analysis and imrovenent of underwater work skills,  and confuses the 
issue of actual  decrcnents.    Surface  comparison may be useful   in describing 
and understanding physiological and psychological response to the underwater 
environment,  its use  in such studies  should be clearly defined and 
circumscribed. 

Conclusions and Hccqmmendations 

a. Task performance under "ideal  diving" conditions is the only valid 
reference baseline for work measurement in more adverse environments. 

b. Investigators measuring diver work performance should include in 
their study data on the same task taken tinder ideal conditions. 

c. Since baseline comparisons arc not always practicable in  field work, 
a "reference library" of diving  standards should be established for 
well-defined,  realistic task components.    A partial estimate of base- 
line performance,  at  least,  could then be constructed by combining 
equivalent task elements. 

4.       MEASUREMENT OF PIIYSIÜLOGICAL RESPONSE 

4.1    Measurement  Systein 

Description 

Physiological measurement  at UCLA has  focused on a set of basic 
variables:    heart rate,  respirator;,   rate,  insniratory minute volume,  and 
deep body temperature      These arc usually recorded as follows.     L'ivcr 
subjects breath  fron n bottled compressed air supply.     Inspiratory air 
flow is measured \y a  laminar flow clement  and associated differential 
pressure transducer placed in the  135  psig input   line of a standard, 
single-hose regulator.     Flow is  integrated by onerational amplifier over 
on^-minute  intervals to provide a sequential  record of minute volume. 
(Volume  is corrected  for depth.)    Peniration  rate  is derived  rrom the 
integrated signal  by counting the 'steps" in each one-minute  segment. 
klectrocardiograpMc   (liCfi?  signals arc detected by waterproofed 
silver/silver chloride electrodes,  connected by  100 ft or more of shielded 
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cable to a hij'.Ii input   i; iiedancc nrcimplifior.    Deep body temperature is 
obtained from thin  nnd relatively  flexible rectal   thermister probes. 
Continuous  records  are made on a multi-channel   strip chart  recorder,  and 
arc reduced manually after a run.     This  system has been  operated at  the 
tani   for one  and two divers,   and   in  the  field   (pier and  shipboard)   for 
on^ diver.     It   is  currently bcinj'  converted to tape  recordin;; and  computer 
data analysis   {sec Section 0.2;.     I>;irt  rate has   also been measured '"/ 
ultrasonic telemetry usinj;  a commercial  voice communicator.   (I'oferences 
( ,   !'.   14.   17). 

Conclusions  and '''^o'n,]i0J_li[.,tJL07Ls 

a. Tlic basic physiological  variables,  recorded  by hardwire,  h.avc proveci 
reliable  in n number of experimental   situations.    They provide 
information on  all  three n.ijor compensatory methanisms,   cardiovascular, 
respiratory,  and tlicrmorer.i latiry,  and thus  constitute  a  loj-.ical 
"nuclear1' set  for underwater work measurement. 

b. Diver acceptance of bioinstrumentation has   r"inerally been hifdi,   if 
adocjuate cxjil nnation of aims   is provided.     Toe rectal  probe  is a 
possible exception:     although one-time use lias not   been  a problem, 
repeated application  to military  o-*- professional  divers would   lilcly 
lead to eventual   lack  of cooperation. 

c. If the  divers  arc  on   umbilicals,   as  in most   actual   work   situations, 
hardwire physiological   recording does not   interfere with normal 
movenent.    Where lines are unrealistic or dangerous, telemetry provides 
tlu   best mnitorinc  means. 

4.2    Masic Physiological  Response 

Description 

In  the   initial   study,   subjects   in the tan);  were administered a battery 
of various surface  and underwater ti"ks,   including  standarized exercise  and 
self-paced work.    Heart  rate underwater ranged  from 45 bcats/min to.about 
180 bcats/nin.    Rcsjüratory response  covered a range of from 0.1   ft'/nin  to 
2.8 ft'/min   for inspiratory volume,   and  fron about   4 brcaths/nin to over 
25 breaths/min for rate.     Response  underwater corresponded well to response 
on the surface,  although  there was  a tendency to observe  lower heart  rates 
for physically equal  underwater work.     Usinp heart   rite  and  inspiratory 
minute volume,   it was possible to order with  some   ronristancy  surface and 
underwater tasks of known   relative workload.     Subsequent  observations on 
experienced  divers  in the  ocean   for the  same tasks   showed  similar  levels 
for the  physiological   variables.     And  divers worl inp on  actual   construction 
jobs exhibited nearly the  same ran}-"  of physiological  respense.     It has 
been possible  in these cases as well   to correlate  physiological   response 
with known demands of the  diving task.   (References  (>,   11,   22,   24). 

('one1usions  and Recommcndations 

a.       Basic physiological   measurements taken during  diving operations 
permit  reasonable estimates of imposed workload as  'light' . 
"moderate" and  "hcav\ ." 



b.  Physiological rosj^ons'- underwater is influenced by several unique 
environmental and expcrcntial factors, depressed heart rate and 
"skip hreathinfl" beinp cases iii ])oint. More accurate indirect 
deterrination of workload depends on further research to deliniate 
these relationships. 

4.3 Correlations Among Physiological Measures 

Description 

Hank correlation analysis was applied to the results of the study 
outlined above to determine how consistant were subject responses over 
tho various tests, and how well the several measures correlated on a 
particular test.  It was fount! that in general, a subject havinp a relatively 
low heart rate or mirute volume on one test also tended to rank low in 
these variables on other tests. Correlations were particularly hiph in 
the surface-surface case, and, for heart rate, between surface tests and 
heavy underwater exercise. For the individual subject, the results indicated 
that while the three physiological measures were closely interrelated, heart 
rate and minute volume were most highly correlated, while minute volume 
and respiration rate were least highly correlated. Separate analysis 
indicated that respiration rate was the least sensitive measure, and that 
minute volume showed more variability than heart rate for moderate workloads, 
(rcfcrei.-es 6, 8, 11, 12). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Assuming that the relative level of physiological response in a valid 
measure of capacity in a particular task, it appears feasible to 
estimate underwater work capacity through surface tests. 

b. Where a choice must be made among physiological variables, heart rate 
is preferable for underwater work measurement.  It has low variability, 
is easy to obtain, and correlates well with other variables, including 
oxygen consumption fas discussed below). 

4.4 Oxygen Uptake 

Description 

A brief study was conducted in the UCLA tank to examine the correlation 
between oxygen uptake and heart  rate during underwater swimming.     Subjects 
swam statically in the ergometer at three thrust  levels, 9 lbs,  12  lbs,  and 
15  lbs,   corresponding roughly to relaxed,  moderate,  and  strenuous  effort. 
Expired gas was collected through a special exhalation regulator, which 
permits direct exhalation to one atmosphere of pressure.    The results indi- 
cated that both oxygen consumption and heart rate increase linearly with 
thrust.    Moreover,  the observed  ratio of oxygen consumption to heart rate 
(about  40 beats/nin for each  1.0  liter/min 0«) was the  same as that previously 
reported for thrcadmill work on the surface and arm exercise underwater 
(Pcferences 17, 22,  24). 
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Conclusions and Rcconincndntions 

a. Preliminary analysis indicates that  heart  rate  is a j»ood im'cx of 
swimminp work muienvater.    More detailed studies examininr dojtl., 
water tenperatur^,  and other work tN'jics are required licfor    t!iis 
relationship can ho   reliably quant ified. 

b. Collection of exhaled ;;:is  is  n  reasonable ncthod of dfteiT'ininj; 
oxyjjen  consumption  for tank  studies.     Major proi.lcm areas arc 
exhalation resistance and C0o absor])tion by moisture in the exhaust 
lines. 

c. Swimming thrust appears to be a diving equivalent  of walking  and 
should be adopted as  a standard measure of undcn.ater exorcise. 

4.5 liffects of Wat er Temperature 

Description 

Heart  rate,  respiration rate,   inspiratory minute volume,  and rectal 
temperature were measured continuously as  experienced divers rested and 
exercised (pipe puzzle assembly and block moving) at 44 F in the UCLA tank. 
Deep body temperature dropped steadily over the 45 to 60 rinute exposures. 
Decrease was more rapid during the  light  assembly task than during rest. 
Apparently,   increased blood flow to the periphery,  with consequent  blood 
cooling, more than offset  the increased metabolism.    Higher exercise   levels 
attenuated this heat  loss.    Heart rate and  inspiratory minute volume during 
the assembly task were greater at 44  F than previously observed at  60 F and 
80 V;  the difference  increased as exposure  lengthened.   (Reference this report). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Results of this study indicate an increase in the physiological  cost of 
work with decreases  in water temperature. 

b. The data also suggests a loss of normal  voluntary control over respiration 
for prolonged cold exposure.    This may be an additional reflection of 
the narrowing in attention previously associated with stressful 
environments, 

c. Prediction of work tolerance is particularly critical  at reduced body 
temperatures.     Additional  information  is required regarding physical 
as well  as mental capabilities under these conditions. 

3.6 Stress and the  Physiological   Indices 

Description 

In the UCLA studies,  heart  rate and the respiratory parameters have 
been applied at times to estimate physical   effort,  and at other times  as 
indicators of psychological  stress.    Such dual utilization is common  in the 
literature;  it  is rare, however, to find it   in the same investigation. 
Unfortunately, diving nearly always combines physical effort with some degree 
of arousal or anxiety.    Both of these factors arc  important  to underwater 
work measurement;  and  it  is therefore incumbent upon the  investigator to 
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try and separate them in his analysis.    Our experience has provided 
some guides to this process.   (References 4,  5,  11,   14,   15,  23). 

Conclusions  and Rpcommcndations 

a.       Baselines of physioloßical   response should he obraincd for cxpcrinental 
tasks  in  i clear,  comfortahle,   safe underwater environment. 

h.       I levatcd heart  rate and respiratory response  is more likely to indicate 
anxiety under non-baseline diving conditions when:     (1)  it  is more 
pronounced in  less experienced divers;   (2)   it  decrcaser with exposure 
rather than increases;  (3)   it  is not correlated with improved 
performance times or outputs. 

c.       Independent psycholoqical  or biochemical tests of stress should be 
applied whenever feasible to confirm the cardio-respiratory indications. 
A questionnaire test  for anxiety is described in Section 4.4. 

5.       MEASUREMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE 

5.1    Perceptual Narrowinp 

Description 

Two experimental  studies examined the effect on visual  perception of 
the type of diffuse risk-stress generally associated with diving.    The first 
followed a group of novice divers through surface,  tank and ocean exposures. 
Subjects monitored a peripheral   light alone, or while simultaneously 
performing an attention-demanding visual task.    On the surface, the central 
task had no effect on peripheral vigilance.    During diving, a identifiable 
subgroup of subjects showed markedly increased response times to the 
peripheral  lights,  suggesting that diving risk also causes the perceptual 
narrowing previously seen in other stressful situations.    This hypothesis 
was  investigated in a more carefully controlled study on dry land:    the 
object was to demonstrate narrowing under similar psychological stress 
without associated physiological change.    A nonfunctioning altitude chamber 
was refurbished to resemble a high pressure facility; descent to 60 ft was 
simulated realistically by moans of hissing air, moving pressure gauges, etc. 
The central task was a self-paced automatic presentation of Landolt ring 
targets;  detection of a light flash in the diving mask periphery was the 
criterion of narrowing.    Anxiety was measured by heart rate and a question- 
naire.    Two groups participated; one in the chamber, the other as controls 
outside.    Central task performance was the same for both groups; but the 
chamber subjects detected significantly fewer peripheral  lights.    The 
chamber group showed a significantly higher heart rate, while the anxiety 
test scores indicated a normal  state for the controls, and "mild" anxiety 
for the chamber subjects.     It was concluded that the results validated the 
hypothesis.     (References 4, 23). 
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Conclusions  and Recommendations 

a. detection of ppriphrral   lifiHts is  a sensitive indicator of shifts 
in attention.     Preferably,  the  lights should be bilaterally presented, 
at short,   random-appearing intervals,  and in the snno field location 
for each subject. 

b. Diffuse  anxiety associated with risky undertakings,   like diving, can 
cause a marked reduction  in peripheral  attention. 

c. Planning  of practical  diving tasks  should include the possihility that 
the diver's functional  vision, already constricted by his mask, will 
be further constricted during periods of stress. 

d. Future  research should focus on the quantification of the narrowing 
effect,   its actual  influence on performance,   its suspectibility to 
training,  and its use to estimate  immediate ability to perform. 

5 .2    Visual  Adaptation 

Description 

A series of tank and pool studies was conducted to investigate how 
divers adapt to the distortion of object size and distance caused by 
underwater viewing through a faceraask.     Size estimates obtained by adjusting 
a lino to an estimated length of 12 in.   indicated that upon entry to the 
v/ater, novices experienced more size enlargement than experienced divers 
(Experienced divers were also more accurate when viewing through a porthole, 
indicating the effect was not "situation contingent").    Experienced divers 
reported objects ns closer underwater than they actually were.     Adaptation 
during underwater exposure was demonstrated to size but not to distance. 
In fact,  a negative correlation between  size and distance adaptation scores 
indicated that most divers adapted to one dimension by counteradapting to 
the other.    That is,  some subjects  improved their judgments of size by 
degrading their judgments of distance and some the other way around. 
(References  10,   16,  18,  19). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Overall diving experience is probably the main determinant of perceptual 
accuracy underwater.    During a dive,  judgment  of object size improves 
more than judgment of distance, but  the effect  is poorly predictable 
and not  significant practically. 

b. For most  divers, adaptation to size and distance distortion does not 
normally occur simultaneously.    The negative correlation should be 
considered when attempting to train divers to improve both aspects of 
perception. 

c. Classical   methods of measuring visual  adaptation can be applied 
successfully underwater. 
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f...)    1 )ivor Personal it/ 

Description 

One  himilrcil  am!  forts' seven  MCI.A diver trainees were  given  the 
Pcnsacola r.-Survey of personal  autonony.    Findings  revealed tliat the 
student divers   desgribed  tl.cnsolvos  ;>s   in Hvidual ist ically as did astronauts 
and Antarctic  scientists,  liut not  signif'cnntly more so tlian did other 
cainjMis groups.     Moreover,  the T. Scale did not differentiate between 
successful   trainees and  dropouts,   although  there was a weak   relationship 
between autonomy and hi>;h performance scores during nool testing.     Individuals 
of exceptionally low or exceptionally high autonony w-re  less   likely to be 
(;ood perforncrs.     Tliese  results matched those of a similar study undertaken 
simultaneously in Lngland by il.  Ross.     (Reference 13), 

Conclusions  and nccommemlations 

a. University diving programs provide  a large number of motivated, 
articulate divers,    "any future undersea workers will  be drawn from 
a similar population.    Thus,  determining any special personality 
attributes of these people could help greatly in program planning and 
evaluation. 

b. Although  the I'ensacola 7-survey did not prove particularly  fruitful, 
other tests of personality should be applied to diver groups. 

c. All  trainees perform about  the  same on the 'all  or-nonc" criteria of 
training success, but  separate over the long run  in their development 
of diving  skills, their ability to handle adverse ocean situations,  etc. 
Accordingly it is more likely that the correlation of personality 
to performance will increase with diving experience. 

5.4    Anxiety Questionnairc_ 

Description 

Psychological  stress  is  frequently a significant concommitant of work 
underwater,   and its determination an  important part of work measurement. 
In several  UCLA studies,  successful  use was made of the Multiple Affect 
Adjective  Checklist!    This is  a questionnaire test of anxiety,  hostility, 
and depression,  designed specifically to measure the immediate  level of 
those variables  in an individual.    This  test  is easy to take and to score, 
and in our experience,  sensitive enough to discriminate reliably mild 
anxiety  from normative response.    Other investigators also have  applied 
papcr-and-pencil tests of anxiety in experiments involving dangerous 
exposure   (References 17,  2 3). 

r.uckerman,  M. ,   and I.ubin,  B.  Manual   for the multiple affect  adjective 
checklist.     San  Dicpo:    Educational  and   Industrial  Testing Service,   1965. 
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Conclusions find He commendations 

a. The Multiple Affect  Adjective Checklist has been demonstrated to 
measure anxiety induced by risl;y exposure. 

b. The test, or another  like it,  should be applied as a primary or 
secondary measure  in  divin;; werk  noasurnment   where j sycholojncal 
stress  is a known or suspected factor. 

c. Investigators  should exchange <!ata on anxiety   levels mcasurud  for 
specific divinj» situations in ^ell-defined  subject groups.    A data 
bank of diving stress would aid  in jredictinr performance and 
identifying anomolous response. 

6.       COMPUTER TECHNIQUES 

6.1 Scalab III Scenario 

Description 

A computer proRram was written to permit translition of the Sealab  III 
Operations Scenario from typewritten form to computer storage.     Printout  was 
provided in the original   format,  but  at greatly speeded rates.    The principal 
innovation was in the area of scenario modification.    Under control of the 
program, the scenario was modified on the alphanumeric display screen of an 
interactive computer terminal   (TV monitor plus keyboard).    The  system was 
working well when cancellation of the Sealab experiment halted work on 
extensions cf the basic program.     (Reference 20). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

a. Computer storage of event descriptions  for a ccnplcx and  lengthy diving 
program proved highly efficient  in tine and storage space. 

b. Modifying the events and their timin;- in an  interactive mode was 
effective, and easily  learned by secretarial  help. 

c. Extension of this approach would permit automatic optimization of the 
scenario,  as well  as comparisons between the  scenario and the actual 
procedural record, or between the final scenario and its predecessors. 

6.2 Physiological Data Handling 

Description 

A computer program was developed to reduc  automatically records of 
diver physiological  response which had formerly been  reduced by hand. 
rxpcrincntal  data is first  recorded on analog tape at  the tank or in the 
field.    This tape is converted to a digital tape,  which is fed to the data 
processing computer.    The program derives beat-by-beat  heart  rate  from 
the digitized ECG signal,   calculates breathing rate  and volume  from the 
integrated inspiratory flow signal, and logs deep body temperature.    Print- 
outs are provided for 1-minute epochs  (six 10-second segments; throughout 



the  nin,   aloiir witl« the siui  sunmary ronort,    Two divers arc acconmodatcd. 
(Rcf. rencc this rcjiort). 

Conclusioni and Rccoranondations 

a. i onjiutcr analysi'i  is  .t  fast,  economical  ncans of reducing physiological 
data  from divin;-, cxix-rir.onts.     It  provides data which is more accurate 
and complete than that  fron marmal techniques. 

b. Faster data turn-around permits the experimenter to keep closer control 
over the investigation,  as well  as to utilize interim results for 
validation procedures. 

c. Use of a central  computnr  facility and peripheral  tape recording hrings 
the potential  for computer analysis to a broad variety of studies,  in 
many  locales. 

d. Extension of the present progrrri would provide on-line safety monitoring 
at  critical dive sites.     The advantage of the computer is that  it can 
incorporate more complex safety criteria than can the more usual meter 
limit  alarms. 

If 
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IV.     COflPLEX TASK PHRrORMANCT. 
IN COLD WATKR 

I.'.'TRnDUCTTON 

The pliysiologic mechanisms  thnT.   come  into play during coi<i w.-rcr 
iumersion  and the variables that  affect  tliese nochanisms  nrc of obvious 
in^ortancc to the working clivor.     l\\n detrinenta]   effect   oe cxtrenoly cold 
water on undenvatcr work was  sujigesteH by Pugh ct   al     flPfiO)  a".J Keatingc 
(]()C>1).    Others,  Costill  ot  al.   (lOo'7,),   investigating tbese mechanisns with 
warmer water tcmpcrattires came to the conclusion that  water temperature 
would not  significantly alter the metabolic responses of men durinj1 

suhmnximal work.    Craig and Dvorak   rjf>68)  attcnjited to combine this 
conflicting testimony into a unified theory relating water temperature to 
core temperature drop at different  work  levels.    The deleterious effect of 
low water temperature on work performance uas been demonstrated for 
isloated tests by Bowen  (1%8),  Miller ct  al.   (1969),  Stang  and h'iener  (1970), 
and others.     Intervening variables  ^uch as equipment,  type of work, etc. 
have not been well quantified in th.:  literature. 

Our aim in the present study war, to supply a broader view of the 
physiologic  and performance picture of a diver as he works  in cold water 
on a comprehensive diving task with typical  d^rp diving gear.    Our a]preach 
was to utilize past experimentation,   Wcltman,  Pgstron nt  al.   (1969,   ÜCO), 
as a comparison t" similar experiments at colder water temperatures.    A 
2r)-ton capacity water refrigeration unit added to the UCLA Underwater 
Research Facility enabled us  to reduce water temperature to an average of 
44  r.     In this environment performance and physiological data were taken 
on  a group of subjects during rest,   during construction  of a  standard 
pipe assembly tasl , and also while performing a block-moving task. 

2.     rrrnoD 

2.1     Assembly Task 

Pescription 

The  assembly task was  the  same   as that previously  used by h'eltman, 
Hgstrom,  et.  al.   (1969,   1970),  for measurement of complex underwater work 
performance.    Tbc structure,  shown  in detail  in Appendix  1,  consists of 
four subassembl ies and a manifold mad'.;  of 2  inch diameter galvanized pipe, 
witb appropriate  flanpe^,   gaskets,   valves,  and  connectors.     It   stand;" 
about   7  feet  high on  a  4-foot  by  ij-foot  'KISC.     A  tean of two  divers  kolt 
the structure  together with appropriate washers  and spacers,  pressurize 
it  from a gas console,  then disassemble   it.     In order t<> add a degree of 
mental  reasoning to the task,  five  diving physics pmblens were  added, 
three before  assembly and two after.     The  five phases of the co- struction 
task were; 

1.      Pre-Problems.    Three written problems requiring the calculation of 
pressures  and volumes  as a function of depth were presente ' liefere 
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the assonhly of the structure wts bej;un.  Ji.ich problem required 
several stop«; to arrive at the correct answer.  Finch diver was 
required to fill in all blank .  He could use mental reasonin«' alone 
to solve the problem or I:<> co M calculate on any available  ;>ace on 
the answer sheet. A typical pro-problem that related to the subsequent 
tnsk was; "^au;o prcsrurc um'orwater equals depth in feet timer 0.5. 
Tliis is called "ambient" pressure.  The structure leak chocK pressure 
is 15 PSI al ovc ambient pressure.  At your depth of 15 feet, what 
should the console Rnugc read for leak check pressure?__         
What should th- console Rau8c road for sealing. prcssurc?_ _." 
Similar problems were utilired in all runs. 

?..       Assembly.  Three pipe suba^senM ies and the manifold were bolted to 
the structure usin", 1/2-inch nuts and bolts and a specified combination 
of open and solid gaskets. The pipe sections weighed 39, 44, and 50 
lbs.  It [jencrally required both members of the team to place and secure 
each of them.  The nuts and bolts were tightened with an adjustable 
wrench and a torque wrench to .'W ft.-lbs. of tension on each bolt. 

3. Dcwatering and Pressurization. The assembled portion of the pipe 
structure was dewatered and pressurized. Both sides of the assembly 
leading to the manifold were tested independtenly for leaks.  Air was 
introduced into the selected ride of the structure by appropriate 
manifold valves. The air was supplied from a gas console through a hose 
which the divers connected to the manifold. Once the section had been 
dewatered, one diver closed the vent valve and the other diver increased 
the structure air pressure to a specified level. The first diver then 
reopened the vent and lowered the air pressure to a second specified 
level.  Tho second side was then dewatered and pressurized by the same 
procedure.  Tho task always required the coordinated efforts of both divers 

4. Disassembly.  The three subassenbllos and the manifold were unbolted 
from the structure ;md placed within the remaining framework.  Nuts and 
bolts were returned to a container and the gasket, were hung on a wire hook, 

5. Post-Problems.  The post-problems were identical in nature to the 
pre-problems, except that two instead of three problems were completed. 

2.2  Block Moving 

Hcscription 

A self-paced block moving task was used to oxanine the physiological 
response to ; moderate work load. The task was to repetitively move five 
concrete blocks between a floor-level pallet and a three-foot-lii"!' pallet six 
feet away.  Th-? blocks measured 51/2x71/2x151/2 and weighed 39 pounds 
submerged. The task required use of numerous muscle groups both in the 
lifting and transport segments  Previous studies, Weltman, r.gstrom, ct al. 
(10f)R), had demonstrated relatively high work levels for this task in the 
underwater environment. 
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The Mock novinj; task,  which  lasted  for a period  of  fifteen ninutcs, 
was  preceded by thirty rinutcs of prccooling.    The preconling period 
required tlic äiil)jcct  to rcnutin quiet and provided tine  for recording an 
approximate physiological baseline with which to compare the work  levels 
of the  construct inn task   nnd the blocl   r.iovinr, tas! .      \ftcr complotior  of 
the Mock iiovin^. task,  the  subject  ronaincd   in t'e writer  for  five more 
minutes while nost-excrrisc data was  recorded. 

2 . 'S     Personal  I'quipr.ont 

Divers wore  full   ncoprenc wctsuits,  gloves,  and booties  for coid 
protection.     Instead of a demand regulator as previously used,   the divers 
wore  Kirby-Mor^an band masks.     This  is one of tic  conmonly used underwater 
work  masks,  and provides  facial  protection against  cold water.    The masks 
were surfarc-supplicd through umbilical  hoses.    The  Kirby-Morgans permitted 
two-way communication with the  surface, but not between  divers.    The divers 
wore  fins and a weight belt  and were instrumented as  described below. 

2.4 Performance Recording 

Description 

Two variables of interest in the diving situation arc useful work output, 
and the quality of that work. Construction task completion tines wore used 
as a measure of work output, while assembly errors and problem correctness 
were used as a rough measure of the quality of diver output. lach diver was 
provided with a plastic tablet which contained:  (1) The pro-]roblens; (2) 
brief assembly, dewatering, and disassembly instructions; (3) a diagram of 
the completed assembly; and (4) the post-problems.  Spaces were provided on 
the tablet for the subject to record his phase completion times and problem 
answers. The investigators also recorded completion tines on the physiological 
strip chart record (see below). Times were later cross-checked to verify 
their accuracy. The subjects' problem answers and time data were transferred 
to subject data sheets immediately upon the completion of each nin. The 
problem answers were later checked for correctness. 

The objective of the block moving task was to determine the physiological 
response to a substantial work load in the underwater work environment. A 
record was kept of the number of blocks repetitively moved during the 15-minute 
task period. 

2.5 Physiological Recording 

Description 

Heart rate, minute volume, respiration rate, and rectal temperature 
measurements were taken on all subjects throughout each run.  Body weight 
was taken pre and post exposure to see if any large weight losses occurred 
at this water temperature under normal diving conditions. 
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Roth divers wore water-proofed slip G^.cctrodo•-  connected to the 
prcanplifiers of a multi-channel strip chart recorder.    Inspirator/ flow was 
measured by means of a Inninar flow clcncnt and associated differential 
pressure transducer placed in thr  riir supply  lin^.     The flow si"nal was 
integrated over or.'-minutc  intervals  usin^ an operational amplier.     Thr 
anjilifier output was then  fed into tie stri^ ch.art  recorder.     Mtematc 
minute data were obtained for !)oth divers worKinp on the construction task 
by ncans of a flow switching device.     Data were taker,  continuously on the 
subject perforniiv, the block noviiij. task.     V.Ticn the  data were   later reduced, 
volumes v/hich were measure .'it  atmospheric pressure, were  corrected to a 
depth of elevep  feet.    Respiration rates were derived by couptiof; the 
between-brcath plateaus on  the  integrated minute volume recordi njjs. 

The difficulties associated with measuring the temperature of the 
hypothalmus  in a subnerged, working diver are considerable.     I'/bilc external 
auditory canal  torpcraturc  is  an excellent measure of core  temperature for 
non-submerged subjects, damning of the car is  risky for divers,  because 
increased water pressure may drive the dam into the sensitive eardrum. 
We therefore settled on rectal  temperatures, a relatively easy measurement, 
ns the best  available estimate of core temperatures.     A specially-prepared 
flexible thermistor probe was  inserted approximately four inches  into the 
rectum.     Data were taken throughout  the  run.    A switching device was used 
to obtain altemntc minute rectal  temcratures for each diver during the 
construction task.    Measurement was  continuous during the block moving task. 

Weight  losses were recorded by  accurate]}'  (O.Hoz) weighing the nude 
subject before  and after each expcrinental session.    The subject was weighed 
after he had voided and before suitin;; up.    He was  reweighed after lie had 
thoroughly dried himself with a towel  and voided if necessary. 

2.6 Exporinontal Localo 

Description 

All experimentnl  sessions were  carried out at  the UCLA Underwater 
Research  Facility.    The facility's  oj-» or at ion.nl versatility was  expanded with 
the installation of a Dunham-Bush 25-ton water refrigeration unit.     In 
addition,  equipment was added to monitor, by switching, minute volumes and 
rectal  temperature of two divers during experimentation. 

Mean Water temperature- for both the construction  task and the block 
moving task was  44 F.    The range during the construction series was 
42-50 F.    The high temperature was the result of a one day outage of the 
unit.    The range  for the block moving series was 4.^-45  F.    Outside air 
temperature averaged about 83 F, with  a range of 75-04 F. 

2.7 Subj ects 

Description 

The subjects  for this experiment provided as representative a population 
as was possible  from the diving community available to us.    Twenty-five 
subjects participated in the construction task.    They varied in  age from 



18 to 43 years;  their average ape was  2-  years.     Inviir   experience ranged 
from 3 months to  16 years,  and averaged 31/2 years,     li^hx  subjects 
participated in the hlocl   noving tasi..    They averaged 31 years of n;'c with 
a range of 22 to 43.    Their diving experience varicil  from ]   to  I'J vears  and 
i.Jio averaged 31/2 years. 

Die bacJ:j'rounds  of our subjects  varied 
and staff M),  sor.io Lor. 

, omc   ■    re  u:. i: .r: • * 
■It"   M)iiil}   sheriffs   fror: Xl.o  ' i;er "•';<•■ 

Detail   (8 j,  and SOJIC \.,orc  r.tudcj;ts in .i  local   coraici ;i-.    'livi;. ; 
Three subjects partieij^atod in both the construction  tasi    iüci tin 
moving task. 

ri. latent; 
'jcrvi cc« 
)oi r 
lock 
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3. PliOChbURi; 

Description 

For the construction task the twenty-five subjects wore fomed into 
two-man teams,    Liglit toaiiis ran t\/ice and six teams  only once.    Three members 
of these six teams narticipated in two runs.    Therefore nineteen  subjects 
participated twice and six participated once.    All  subjects were  r.ivon at 
least one dry run on construction procedures and all questions ^onccminj; 
the task were answered.     They were encouraged to discuss  their plans and 
decide which diver would do each ta.sk.    Signals were prearranged by the 
subjects since they could not communicate verbally underwater.    The subjects 
were given one or two practice diving physics problej.::. ..j.d nil  bad had 
moving experience with problems of this type.    The blocl' roving task 
involved individual runs.    The eight  subjects were given brief instructions 
on procedures.    The simplicity of the task provided uniformity. 

Upon arrival  at the Research lacility the subjects were first briefed. 
They were then weighed and donned wctsuit  bottoms  and booties.    The   rectal 
thermistors and electrodes were next  applied.    The subjects finished dressing. 
Mien ready the)' went to the diving, platform to put on the Kirby-.Morgan 
helmets and weight belts,  and to connect their senor umbilicals.    They then 
entered the water and began the experiment. 

4. nnSULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1    Performance^ in Cold l.'ater 

Der, c riot ion  . *. ~ *— 

Asscrbly,  dcv.'atering,  and disassembly phase completion tires  for the 
present  cold unter series and comparable data  from na- t   experimentation at 
60OF and 80oF are tabulated  in Table  IV-1.    The eight   subjects  for the fi0or 
runs had been diviiv; for an average of 4 years.    All  had ut   least   1-1/2 years 
diving experience.    They were given two practice  runs.    The data listed  is 
the  results of the two experimental  runs  for the nine  ^';ams which participated, 
Five divers who had been diving consistently for at   least 2 years were  the 
subjects for the K0oF runs.     For a conservative comparison,  the data presented 
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for this  nort- confortalilc u'orl in,   cuvironncnt  arc tic  first  four vims 
that  fach of the ilivcrs participntcJ  in. 

■\IIL:: I 

CorstiMction Vask  I'liasc Duimlclion   i"incs 
1                                                      (Minutest                                                  1 

1 
Phase 

'Vator Tci'nrr iturt 

4.i0r f.ü0r Sü0r 

A-.scnhly 24.5 2? .7 

in. 3 
Dcwatcrinf 5.1. (i.7 

Disosscrthly m.n 8.P f'.7            i 

Totals 40.6 38.3 26. n         \ 

TIJC two conplction tines of most   interest  arn the  assembly ami 
disassembly phases.    These task phases arc the least  coinprcssiblo.    That 
is,   each  step  in cich phase  requires  t!io conplction of the previous ona. 
Therefore there are no ntthods other than increased efficiency that will 
result in their shortenin;;.     The  oxtrcne hand coolinr,  in  the 44 V water 
necessitated tlie wearing of nconrcr.c  divinp "loves, while   "loves were 
worn bv only two subjects  durinn the  <)() F runs  ;uul by none  at all durinr 
tlie  80 F luiis.    Tbc   increase  in hand  insulation nost   likely offset  the 
expected decrenent  in manual perfornancc due to cold.     It  is  felt there- 
fore that the initial  construction phases, particularly the  assembly 
phase,  are somewhat  shorter than they otherwise would have been. 

The total tin^ required for the  assembly and dewaterinjj phases was 
10 minutes   lonj'.cr in the 60oF water than in the 8()0F exposures.    The 440I; 

subjects wearing «'loves rcouircd about two minutes longer than the r;n0F 
subjects  for assembly,     Ihny completed the dewatcrinp. phase,  however,   in 
less  time than the 60or subjects. 

The  divers  in the 44  F exposures  had typically been  in the water 
about  34 minutes by tbe start of tho disassembly phas^.    liven with tbo 
ilivinn plovcs,  hands were numb and in  sone instances r.tinging by this  tine. 
The decrements  in  completion time   for the Cn0F and the  440F disassembly 
phases over the 80or series were  24'   and 57% respectively.     'Die decrement 
observed  in the 440F exposures over tlie 60or runs was on the same order as 
Bowen   (11)68)  observed in his group assembly task. 

The   faster nroblen ^ct   and dewatcrinp completion times  seen at 440F 
corroborated previous  findirps   (Weltman,  I;<;strom,  et  al. ,   1969 and Bowen, 
1968)  of an  apparent speed-up  in  compressible dive phases  as environmental 
stress increases. 

I'erfotnance of our subjects on the dive problems  in  tlie 44 V water sugfested 
a division of the pcnulation  into two groups.     In the  first  yroun were all 
those  subjects who had extensive backgrounds  in numerical   computntion,  such 
as engineers,  scientists,  and physical science  students.    The other group 
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consisted of those-  subjects who did not  have this extensive nathonatical 
background,  tlje sheriffs    deputies,  conrcrcial   diving students,  etc. 

Table   TV ?  stinnari r.cs nerforr'ince  scores   for t1 o two   t'^JOS 
in water of thr^c  temperatures.    AHhoufJi  .ill  subjects "ore 
the method fur solving the prnblcrs and were  fjiven exarnlc proDicn 
to the dive, the group tbat did no^  iiavc numerical bnckfrouml'   ■.<"■ 
poorly throughout,   and sbo'./cd n  cons:St..at   decrcaso  in accr.ra:;' 
post  task testin.;.     The    'nathonatical"  jjroun,   on  the other ham' 
unifonnly affected even by the 44 F exposure. 

ot   sulnects 
ructcd c^n 

prior 
!- rfnmed qin tc 
fro,    i-'re to 
was not 

It  is concluded that for those individuals ■ .II practiced  in solving 
written problems,  v.'atcr tenqiemturc will not  cause significant  decrements 
in perfomancc.    However,  subjective reports of oxtrcne difficulty  in 
concentration on the task at hand «■uggests an  increased cost or naintainin;; 
normal mental performance in cold wntcr,     This  finding is  in : , roe:   nt with 
Dowen's  report  of ''cold water environmental  distraction ' associated with 
tasks requiring the  use of short-torn memory,  on whicli our "non-mathematical'' 
subjects perhaps had to rely on almost  entirely. 

TAIiLC   IV-2 
Dive  Probier. Performance   (Percent (.orrect) 

Subjects 

Kat';'r Temperature 1 

44"r 6crp                    so 
Pre Post Pre Tost            Pre Post 1 

University Divers 80 90 92 79 lJ0 03 

Regular Divers 30 21 (Ö 21 -- "    1 

4.2    Work Level  and Physioloiücal  P.esponse ysiDio^icai    .y spu: 

description 

Heart  rate,  minute volumne,  and respiration  rates for the  five phases of 
the construction task are presented in Table  IV-3.    .Similar data  for the 
block moving task  is presented  in Table  IV-4.     Thr data reflect  the difference 
in work  levels.     During the 30-minute nre-col lin;1. period heart  rate  averaged 
86 beats/rin, while during the construction task the average was never under 
103 beats/min.    The block moving phase was  obviously noi-e stressful  than any 
period during the construction task, with heart   rate averaging 123 beats/min 
during this period.     ()n the average the subjects moved 2,106 pounds   (r-4 blocks) 
from the  low pallet to the higl   pallet and back  again during the  fifteen 
minutes of this phase. 
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TABU   IV-3 
suffim nr CAKiiro-Ri:spiR.\To^Y DATA 

DUniNT CON'TTRUCTION TASKS 

(N-2r. ) 

Pl.asc 

1 j 

(11 

cart !'.•' 
>at/Min 

tc 

it.O 

Minute Volunc 
(Liters) 

Respiratory Rate 
(Breatns/Minute) 

Ilirh Avc Low Hin'. Ave Low High Avc Low 

Pre Prob lens 14(. 107 7G 36 21 11 31 17 7 

Assembly ISO 114 94 38 27 17 28 19 9 

DeWater 14: 107 83 44 29 19 32 19 9 

Di ssassenbly 144 113 89 46 31 20 32 20 10 

Post Problems 12!) 103 76 49 29.7 29 32 19 9 

TABLH IV-4 
SUMMARY OF CARD 10-RESPIRATORY DATA 

DURING BLOCK MOVING 

(N-8) 

Phase 

Heart Rate 
(Beats/Minute) 

Minute Volume 
(Liters) 

Respiration Rate 
(Breaths/Minute) 

Hiph AVP Low High Avc Low High Avc Low 

Pre Cool in;; 104 86 78 22 14 9 13 8 6 

Block Movinjj 159 122 110 43 34 24 25 16 12 

Post-Coolinp 121 89 73 30 24 18 18 12 5 
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Average rectal temperatures for the first 40 minutes of the construction 
task and the bloc! movinc are presented in Figure IV-1. Only runs lastinr 
40 minutes or more art; included in the averages to prevent shifts due to 
the loss of data points. Uurinp the activity of the construction tnsJ: rectal 
tei.'pcratures initially dropped slightly, while durinjj the rest period (30 
minutes) before block moving they «iid not.  Crait; and Dvorak (1P6R, observed 
similar results in warmer water,  liven with the neoprcne divin.", suits addinp 
insultation, light exercise produced larger falls in rectal termer.itures than 
rest. This is consistent with the view held by Kcatinf.e (lOCl] .   Pu:;h and his 
coworkers (1955, 1960), and ("raig and Dvorak (1968) that the increase in 
cxtrenity blood flow occonpanginp, exercise causes increases in body heat loss 
that are larger than the heat produced by that exercise. The liiodcrate exercise 
of the block moving produced a slower fall in rectal temperatures than did the 
less strenous construction task. This suggests that light exercise is the 
worst situation for core temperature loss in cold water. 
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QC 
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0« •0 REST AND BLOCK MOVING (N=9) 

•• CONSTRUCTION TASK (N=20) 

I I 1 1 1 

0 

8 12        16        20        24 28 

EXPOSURE LENGTH   (MINS) 

\ 

32 36        40 

Figure IV-1. 

The sudden increase in work level after chilling encountered in the 
block moving task resulted in three subjects reporting nausea during and 
after the block moving phase. One subject felt nauseous for two hours 
after the exposure. These subjective reports emphasize the stress produced 
by the combination of cold and heavy exercise. 
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Weight  loss for the cij^t subjects who pnrtioinated in tlic block 
novinj; averaged 7.4 ounces,  and ranged from n to 20 ounces.    For the 
construction task it averaged 6.9 ounces, varyinf fron 3 to If« ounces. 
These snail weight  losses were  felt to be norc a result of sweating on 
the surface than tn any diuresis that  could have developed during the 
oxnosurcs. 

4.3 l.'ater Tcmcraturc and Physiolof.ic.il Response 

Description 

Phase-by-phase environmental conparison for heart rates during the 
construction task arc presented in Table IV-5, the sane data arc plotted 
in Figure IV-2. Heart rate increared as water tenperature decreased for 
all five phases, and the similarity in response patterns is striking.  It 
is felt that the initial increase, particularly in the pre-problems and 
the beginning of the assembly phase, may be due to a cold-induced reflex 
such as Keatingc ct al (1964) found in his subjects suddenly subjected to 
cold showers. As the period of exposure continues the increased heart 
rates are probably maintained by increased metabolism.  In earlier work 
Keatingc and Evans (1961) found similar increases in their nude subjects 
resting in water at about the same temperatures. At water temperature of 
9ri F and higher they observed increasing heart rates. Craig and Dvorak 
(1968, 1969) observed that this increase started at slightly lower water 
temperatures, when the subjects increased their work output. Floore et al. 
(1970) working at water temperatures of from 61 to 860F saw minimum heart 
rates at 720F at rest and low work levels and at 610F at higher work levels, 

TABLF. IV-5 
HEART RATES DURINC CONSTRUCTION TASK AT DIFFERENT WATER TEMPERATURES 

Phase 

Heart Rate 
(Beats/Minute) 

440F 

(N-25) 

60OF 

CN-8) 

80OF 

(N»15)  i 

i  Pre-Problems 107.5 92.2 78.3   | 

Assembly 114.2 107.5 91.3   i 

Uewatering 107.8 99.3 81.3   j 

Disassembly 113.9 107.5 86.7   j 

Post-Problems 103.7 93.2 75.7   | 
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PRE- ASSEMBLY       DEWATERING    DISASSEMBLY POST 
PROBLEMS PROBLEMS 

FtfMrc IV 2.   Hmn Rat« During Comtructioo Tak at Diffe'tnt Wat« Tamparatur« 

'"" KPHODUCI eif 

Costill  ct  al.   (l^r,?)  on  the   nhor r.anl,   obscn'Ctl m "-..'iiificruit   rhnr, 
henrt  rate with wntcr trp])',rnturc. lovjrver, Ms suhiocts were excrei 

ir 

t. 
nt work  levels necessitating  3 litor«  of oxy ■ n 'ter finite anH hoart  r 
near If.n.    Tins hirh work  r.'t.c cffcct-ivoly r.nsUcci any lüffcrencrs pre«; 

"inutc  volunc?   nrfl Try*v rr\'\nn   •••itr-   ^"rr 4'  F  .■>• >!  r.n F riin«;  nr^ 
prcsontod in Tahlr  IV-6 nnd :"i,curc  IV-3,    T'"  "c?"! rT i •■,',. rionitorinr 

eqninnrnt  'lescribed   in this  »vmrt   v '     not  r  r.l Hnrin    t! o rn0F r^xj)o.c;iir'•- 
because th"  initial   intent  nf rho«r;  rm«;  did not nrcrn.'it ntc ornct 
neüsuroments,    Scuba tank tircspuro d^cps wero used as  a rough   indicator 
of nir consunption, but  this nothod i~    ot siifficicntly nccurato for orr 
present comparlsion.    Therefore tK-it  d.-'ti ir. nrittod. 

The minute volumes and respiration  rntcs  in nil phasos iiicrcascd 
from the 80 F runs to the  4'1nF  runs,     hike the  initinl   incrense  in heart 
rate, the initial  increase  in  resplrntifi  is  f'lt  to he  reflex  in nnture. 
Keatinj'.c nnd Nndel   (l%5)  support this  reflo/ lu^pothescs.    They  furt1' T

- 
reported that their subjects could not   volurtnrily cortr^l  tiieir bronthin« 
durinr. the beginninj1, of Ice-cold shovors, vliirh ould present  nn a<ldcd 
danfer to a diver in an cnor^nry situntior.   in cold v.nter.    .\s  th«'  len'.th 
of the exposure continues,  increased nctabnlisn un^oubti Mv contribute';  to 
the increases in rospirnt: na.    ('rnif; nrd Dvoral:   (10CR,   IW)   reported 
increased oxygen consnrrition  in rcr.t'r;   and r «-crci sin^   ii.di.i.lu  Is \.i4' 
decreases in water teirperature.    Moore et al.   (ICTn observed lower 
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o c 
vcntilntion rates in their subjects in 8f) F water than war. seen in 72 F and 
610F water for all work rates. Cost ill et al. (1967) similarly observed 
increased ventilation rates in 6^0F water over 80 F exposures. 

TAPLL IV-f. 
RESPIHATORY RliSPüNSt DUnKiC CONSTRUCTION' TASK 

AT DIFFIiRLNT KATLR TEftPHRATURES 

I'liase 

Water Temperature 

440F 
(N-25) 

80OF 
(N.15)                 l 

Minute 
Voliuno 

(Liters) 

Respiration 
Rate 

(BPM) 

ffinute 
Volume 

(Liters) 

Respiration 
Rate 

(BPM) 

Pro-Problens 21.1 16.0 17.0 10.3 

Assembly 27.2 18.9 24.3 12.3 

Dewatering 28.7 19.2 20.7 11.3 

Disassembly 31.1 20.4 21.7 12.3 

Post-Problems 29.7 19.4 19.3 11.3 
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15 
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PRE- ASSEMBLY       DEWATERING   DISASSEMBLY POST- 
PROBLEMS PROBLEMS 

Fifura IV-3    MkMrta Volum« Durin« Comtruction Tmk at Diffwmt WaMr Jmnptniurm 
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Craphical presentation of the !-cart  rate and vcntilntion rite   data 
indicates that there nust  also !JC  another factor involved.     Fijuirc  IV-2 
denonstrates a rcaltively constant   inr.rencnt  in heart  rate tlirou,;Iiout the 
exposures.     Fi purr  IV-3 shows that  the  increase  'ii  ventilation  rater 
l)^cone  larger as the exposure  Icrigtlvned.    "irintc  volu^cr.  during the 
pre-prob lens were 4  liters/nir.utc   larger  in tlic 44or sorics than   in the 
■Sn0)' rujis.    The difference had  increased to  ]0  litors/ninute !•>;• t!io 
post-problens. 

Hxanination of Kca*"in{je and hvan's data  (lOdlj   reveals sinilnr 
differences between v/atc.   ternioraturcs.     If tiie incroar;c  in ventilation 
was due solely to increased netabolisn,  these increases should he nntched 
by corresponding increases  in !ioart  rates.     It  is lnT)othesi2ed that  as the 
duration of the exposure continues,  the diver is more Mghly '•■tressed, both 
physiologically and psychologically.     Increasing stress  results  in an 
inability to control rcspirnt4on.     .'Hiring the initial  stages of exposure 
the divers often controlled tneir respiration to  lessen  interference with 
the task at hand.    Thus when a diver is attempting to thread a nut  on a 
bolt, he nay suppress his breatMng nomentarily.    The snail  difference 
in ninutc volunes during the assenbly phase supports this observation. 
As exposure lengthens and his stress  load increases, the diver nust  channel 
more of his attention to the central  task and  less to those that are 
secondary.    Dininished control over secondary phenomma  is manifested in 
increased respiration.    This hypothesis is an extension of the concept of 
perceptual narrowing on task perfomance  (Weitiran, TgstroM et al.   1969) 
to include psychological control of respiration. 
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V.  ro»?PUTnP. IIANDLINC OF 
PlIYSIOLnGICAI, DATA FROf« DPTPS 

INTRODUCTION 

1 .1  Background 

l'cscri^tiori 

Hcasurcncnt of diving; work j^orfornancc at the UCLA Underwater Research 
Fncility has depended heavily on physiological data. The physiolopical 
recording systems used at the facility and in the field have been described 
fully elsewhere, and arc reviewed only briefly below. 

ricctrocardioj-raphic (I-Cn) signals arc recorded by means of waterproofed 
electrodes connected by shielded caM»' to a high-input impedance amplifier. 
I spiratory air flow is measured by a differential pressure transducer located 
across a laninar flow clemont in the diver's air line.  Flow is integrated by 
an operational amplifier to give consecutive minute volume. Recently, temperature 
measurement from rectal probes has been added to the bioinstrumentation system. 
Generally, the three basic parameters -- FCG, inspiratory minute volume, and 
deep body temperature -- are measured for two divers simultaneously over runs 
typically one hour long. 

To date, physiological measuremrnt, whether at the Facility or in the 

field, has yielded continuous strip charts on which are recorded the various 
parameters for each particular run. Figure V-l is a sample record, showing the 
parameters an 1 their ranpc of values. Strip chart recording is not unusual 
for such experimentation. However, manual reduction of these paper records 
has occupied a considerable number of man-hours over the past few years, and 
yields at best partial information. 

An automatic on-line data recording and reduction system was developed 
as a means of improving these procedures. The system takes advantage of a 
standard computer facility and of magnetic data recording techniques for 
obtaining fast and efficient data analysis.  Among the advantages of this 
approach arc the following: 

The noed for manual data handling and reduction is eliminated. 

Whenever further computer analysis is required there is no need for 
additional card punching or other manual data entry. 

The accuracy of the experimental data improves. 

Larger amounts of data can be reduced in shorter Mme -- the 
experimenters arc provided with the possibility for early 
identification of sensitive test parameters. 
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Hie system tikes  ndvantage of standard computer facilities and 
multichannel  analop recording technique--no special purpose 
hardware is required. 

The systctT' generates organized and ordered summaries of the 
physiological dati  in the  form of printed reports and rraphical plots. 

I.2     System Concopt 

Decription 

Figure V-2  illustrates schematically the  system concept.    On-line 
computer analysis of the physiological data is performed in three phases. 
The  first  phase is th'. experimental  run, where data is acquired by the 
bioinstrumentation system and recorded on an FM-FM tape recorder.    The second 
phase is analog to digital conversion, where the recorded analog data is 
converted to a computer compatible digital tape.    Digital tape provides a 
means for direct data transfer to the computer facility  (an IBM 300/90 
computer is available on the UC1.A campus).     In the third phase the experimental 
data is processed, and summary reports and graphical  plots are generated.    The 
program is stored on cards and entered in to the computer before processing. 
In  later versions, program modifications might also bo made by means of inter- 
act ive terminal. 

2.       THE COMPUTHR PROGRAM 

2.1    r.cnoral Organization 

Description 

The general organization of the program is shown in Figure V-3.    Starting 
from the top of the figure, the program reads in a record of one minute of 
digitized data samples.    The data is then organized in core for processing. 
Heart rate and minute volume values are calculated.    A report image is 
formulated and a one-minute report is printed.    The above process continues 
until all the experimental  data is processed.    The following sections of this 
chapter provide detailed descriptions  for the heart rate, minute volume,  and 
svinmary report suhprc prams . 

2 . 2    LCr./lleart Rate Analysis 

Description 

The  function of the  I'.CC program is to automatically and continuously 
extract heart   rate  information  from a digitized ECG signal,  on a beat-to-bent 
basis.    Di'ital  samples of the !:.Cfi signal  are recorded on a digital tape. 
Rc.it-to-beat  heart  rate  is derived from the measured  interval  between successive 
'P.'  waves.    Thus the fundamental processing task is to recognize with certainty 
that an   'R1  wave has occurred in tlie digital  data record. 
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The approadi adopted  is based on one  first  used by Caccres and his 
p.roup at lirw, Washington,  D.C.    The technique rests on usinp the derivative 
of the ECC signal,  ratlier than the raw signal   itself,  as the basic roforenco. 
Differentiation eliminates nost of the problems   associated •. it!   trying  to 
aj^ily strict  ani>litudo-threshold criteria to a complex,  multiphasic,  variable 
amplitude waveform. 

Pi^ui-c V-4 illustrates  a typical HCG signal   (continuous processing 
includes the  following stei>s   (see Appendix II): 

The  incoming signal   is digitized at  the  rate of 240  samples/sec. 

The differentiated waveform is obtained  by computing the  slope 
l)V(I)  as follows; 

nV(I)  = V(I*4)  Vri)  where V(I)  is the ECG signal   level  at 
the I^h sample. 

An initial  2-sccond segment  of waveform   (which contains at  least 
one QRS complex)  is selected for examination. 

"Die greatest negative value of the derivative is  located and 
established as  a reference point.     (Tins usually occurs on the 
descending portion of the   'R'  wave.) 

The threshold  limit value is established  for determining equivalent 
reference points on  succeeding complexes.     The threshold is maximum 
negative derivative value plus one-sixth the range between the 
maximum negative and maximum positive values and can be written as: 

REF=DV(I)MIN ♦   (l/6DV(I)MAX - DV(I)MIN) 

A positive threshold value is established for determining a lower 
acceptable limit for the positive derivative POSR. Ibis limit is 
determined as: 

POSR « D(I) MAX ♦ 1/6 (DV(I) MAX - DV(I) MIN) 

The presence of an 'R' wave is checked for by sensing that a maximum 
positive derivative of sufficient value (e.g. Ü.38 mV/sec) has 
occurred within a fixed interval (e.g. 128 msec) before the reference 
point.  (This shows that the sharpest wave in the complex was 
positive going, and that it was sufficiently sharp to be an 'R' wave). 
If an 'R' wave is present its peak is located at the point of 
maximum amplitude in the ECG signal within about 64 msec before the 
reference point. 

The next 'R' wave is found by applying the above rules each time a 
potential reference point occurs,  (negative derivative below threshold.) 
R-R intervals are measured by counting the number of samples between 
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•H'  waves,  or by using internal   timing information.     Beat-I>y-beat 
heart  rat'-  is obtained by taking the reciprocal of the K-R  interval, 

The heart  rate within carl   10 second  interval   is calculated by 
averat»inp the P.cat-to-Bcat  rates which occur over this pcrioii 

A one minute r-^an heart rate  is  calculated each minute by averaging 
six consecutive  10-socond heart  rate means. 

As noisy data occurs,   it  is deleted  fror the process by the profiran. 
That   is,  when  an   M'.'  wave determination rannnt  be made,   the program 
ignores that   interval   and goes  on  to the next.     The nissinj data do 
not  influence the statistical   averages. 

2.3    Minute Volume Program 

Description 

The object of the Minute Volume Program is to analyse the  integrated 
respiratory waveform in order to compute the volume of air  (in  liters)  that 
the working diver inhales each minute.    The typical minute volume waveform 
appears as follows: 

INHALATION 

TIME (MIN.) 

The ramps correspond to inspiration while the plateaus reflect the 
expiratory phase of the respiratory cycle.  In order to measure the amount of 
air inspired each minute, the program must compute the  amplitude of the 
waveform just before it is reset to the zero baseline. 

Due to variations in the recording equipment, the program was also designed 
to perform a calibration procedure. Rach minute volume run begins with a 
calibration (cal) signal. This cal signal sets up in the program the lower 
baseline levr  (V . ) and upper values corresponding to the full range of 
minute volume, (V  ). The following is a typical cal signal. 

max 

V, mm 

TIME 
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The prnprnn converts (li,r:iti:cd data readings  into the approjriito 
air volume mensurencnts .     Tim proprari was  also designed to filter out 
inaccurate data caused by  free-flow  leakages of air.     This is done by checK- 
in;'   rate of chanjje  for tlie   integrate! minut'   volume.     If invalid data   is 
evident   (rate of change to hiph)  th«'  entire method   is discarded,   and tho 
program proceeds  tf> the   followinj; minute  segment. 

Tl.c operation nf the program cm be  followed  fron the flow chart  of 
Figure V-5,  and  is  suinr.arizod  as  follows: 

The program first  detects tic calibration  signal.    This  is done 
by chee'dnj: whether the slope of the  signal  exceeds a present  threshold. 

Minimum and naxinum calibration signal  levels  arc read by the program 
and a calibration constant,   K.,,  is calculated as follows: 

50 liters/volt 
V      -V   . max    mm 

The program checks for the beginning test run data and checks whether 
free flow exists. The rate of change of the signal occurring within 
the first 15 seconds of run is calculated in order to detect a 
plateau, as shown below: 

PLATEAU 

V^ and Ve are determined.    Free flow exists  if  (Ve - V, ) where  is the 
free  flow slope threshold. 

If free flow exists,  the program deletes the  1  minute segment of data 
containing free flow volume value. 

If the data are   'alid, the program reads the amplitude at the end of 
1  minute and calculates the volume as  follows: 

V " VAM X KV 

The above procedure  Is repeated with subsequent  1 minute data segments 

Although the program does rot presently do so, it is planned to use the 
internal identification of inhal .tion to determine respiratory rate for each 
1   ninute  interval. 
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2. ^    Lore Tcnroor.i* i re Program 

Dcsrrijit ion 

The  function  of t!ic core tomper'iture pro^rnm is to cnlibrntc the data 
aii'  calculate the  averipe tcnperntu"c  level   in each  1  rir.ute interval. 
Calibration  is performed the sane as  ;n  the minute volume program,   i.e.,  a 
calibration constant  Kj of 0r/Volt   is established.    Mata is sanplcd every 
10 seconds and a one minute average is  computed every six samples. 

2 .4    Analysis I'cport  and Graphical  PIot s 

Dcscript ion 

The basic analysis report consists of a 1 minute time line presentation 
of the processed data.  Each one minute of data makes up a page in the 
report. An example of a page is shown in Figure V-6. The report contains 
physiological data from two divers. There are three basic columns for each 
diver which are: Heart rate, Minute Volume and Cor Temperature.  Each line 
of tlie report represents data of a lO-second time interval of experimental 
run. The Heart Kate represents a 10-second mean of the beat-by-beat mean. 
The 10-second Hinute Volume value represents the integrated value to that 
point. A minute-by-minute summary is produced at the run end. 

As an option the program can also produce praphicnl plots of experimental 
data as a function of time. The graph is generated by a CalComp plotter 
which is driven by the IBM 360/91 computer. 

The Y-axis of the plot represents the heart rate values obtained by 
averaging the beat-to-beat rate over pre-set time segments. The X-axis 
represents the time scale. The time scale can be selected according to the 
range of time selected. The main value of the graphical data plot is to 
enhance visualization of trends and relative variations in the physiological 
parameters. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The computer analysis program provides an automated procedure for 
physiological data reduction and summary. Aside from eliminating the need 
for excessive manual work, it offers accuracy and elegance in data analysis 
and presentation in the form of printed reports and graphical plots. The 
compatability of V.'C  system with an FM/FM analog tape provide« an option for 
remote data recording.  A conpact tape recorder can record data at remote 
experimental locations such as boats or other diving platforms. The recorded 
tape can be then shipped to the computer facility for data analysis. 

Tests of the physiological analysis program have denonstrated the 
capability or the program to calculate heart rate pnd minute volume adquately 
and efficiently from real data. The cost of running the program was found 
acceptable and deeper then manual work. Costs can be further reduced to 
about a quarter by a minor rodification in the organization of the program. 
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n 

.\s  tested,  the proKram actually consisted of a set of separate  subroutines 
which I ad to l»c called cadi  tine  the bcat-to-heat heart  rate was calculated. 
Unl.ij'.c of the  subroutines  into a  single  larj»c program,  as  shown  in the 
flowchart will   reduce the proccssin;; tine sifrnificantly. 

'Unco ttic program WTS coded  in Fortran  IV it  is compatible \ irh most 
i-onj>utors as well   as with the j-cnoril  cliss of mini-con]>utcrs.     Tlus feature 
provides the possibility of rurninc  the program at other computer centers. 
In addition,   the program could also bo used  in an on-line,  real-tint, node 
to perform safety monitoring of divers while they perforn underwater work 
tasks.     In such applications the program will run on a dedicated nini-computer 
equipped with  a continuous output  display to indicate the physiological 
state of the divers.    Such a display could be in the  form of digitnl meters, 
or of in CRT screen.    Since the IfTLA facility has ordered a miniconpnter it 
will  be possible to apply the program to continuous monitorinf;  in the near 
fut ur^. 
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APPHNDIX  I 

THE UCLA PIPF PUZZin ASSHMBLY TASK 



prpf: p'czu: 

The \u]ic |iurrle  is contructod of two inch palvaniztd pipe and 
stamhnl  Rnlvani-pd fittinj»^.    The pipe lengths shovvn on the drawing 
,irc  the   lo:i<:tlir.  that  the pi]>r  should he cut  and threaded.     A thread 
penetration of one half inch  is  allowed for, 

Tht?  indicated spot welds arc  intended to prevent twistinp during 
assembly and disassembly. 

To conplcto the base,   it   is necessary to cut  one of the ha^o 
members without  threads  at  one end and to wold this end to the  last 
side outlet ell. 

MANIFOLD 

APPROX 9" LENGTH 
ADJUSTED TO F' T 

QUICK DISCONNECT 

3/8" GAS VALVE 

5/16" BRASS PLATE CUT TO 
FIT COMPANION FLANGE 

AIR SUPPLY 

OUICK DISCONNECT 
TO MANIFOLD 

TO STANDARD SCUBA BOTTLES 
PRESSURE REGULATED WITH 
1ST STAGE OF A SCUBA 
REGULATOR 
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MANIFOLD 

AIR SUPPLY 
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r^ 

PLUG 

(A) 2" X 2" CLOSE NIPPLE 

(B) 2" X 5" NIPPLE 
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r 

EYEBOLTS 
FOR LIFTING 

USE BRASS WASHERS 
OR BOLTS 

GASKET 

^ ALUMINUM 
PLATE 

07        GASKET 

ALUMINUM PLATE 

WELD 
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MATERIAL LIST 

Pip Pm z 1 o : Quani t i t >• 
It on 

2" olbovs S 
2" tecs 3 
2" crosses ^ 
2" side outlet ells 4 
2' x 2" close nipples 15 
2" x 5" nipplos 6 

6" dia.,  4 bole, 2" pipe conpanion flange 36 
2" plug 1 
2" Ralvanitod pipe Approx. 48 feet 
2" j'.ate valves 2 
1/4" stopcocks 2 
3/8" x 6'' eynbolts and nuts and washers 8 
r>/8" x 2" holts and nuts 80 
5/8" brass washers 8 
1/8" aluminum bad up-plates 7 
1/8" solid rubber gaskets 5 
1/8" holed rubber gaskets 7 
1/4" aluminum plates 2 

Manifold: 

S/16" Brass plates 
Cut and drilled to fit companion flange 2 

3/8" pipe, brass close nipples 2 
3/8" brass pipe Approx. 6" 
3/8" gas valves 2 
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APPENDIX II 

HEART RATE PROGRAM FLOW CHART 
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